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The separation of a large number of nematode cysts cannot 
be accomplished by repeated use of anyone highly-refined separa
tion process. Since there can be considerable overlap in the 
properties of cysts and accompanying debris, a higher degree of 
enrichment can be achieved by utilizing a series of less sensitive 
procedures, each based on different properties (2, 3)2; hence, the 
investigation of the electrostatic separation of cysts from debris. 

Figure I.-Schematic diagram of the electrostatic separator. 

Apparatus and Technique 
The device used for this purpose (Figure I) consisted of brass 

parallel plates (100 X 250 X 3 mm) attached to brass sliding 
rods mounted on bakelite posts which in turn were mounted on 
a bakelite Roor plate. The fraction collector consisted oE a beta 
pan (±f3 fraction collector, 205 X 155 X 62 mm with a Roor 
sloping away from either side of a central knife edge) and 2 alpha 
pans (±a fraction collectors, 55 mm wide) constructed as shown 
so that the positions of the knife edges were adjustable. In practice 
the three fraction-collector knife edges were fixed so that the 
plate gap "vas divided into four equal sections for each gap setting, 
+a representing that section nearest the positive plate, +13 the 
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section on tile positive side of the central knifef3 
ion on the negative side of the central knife and-(1 

the section nearest the plate. \Vhcn the Ilere m 
contact and venically al with tile Feed slot anc! the bet;! 
pan knife they were 90 111m above tlte heta nand 10 
mill below the feed slot.. The plate as~embly was so 
t hat the extended 10 mm beyond bOI II 

reduce the elreers of the electrostatic fielcl. 
the middle of the slot was llsed since 
the small was about :ZO-:W seconds. 

:< 750 480 111m) const.ructed or plyboard 
and reduced cyst movement by air currents and sCITed 
as a shield from the higll vol 

The variable high supply was 
1 rV200-1 02 from Plastic Inc.. ell 

applied to the 
prov 

res;slOrs and rnicroammeter I tolcrance devices 

were 

The ied tage was [rom the 
series resistance and the measured current flow. The 

with ic resin to reduce ide 
from plate at h potentials. 
slot imprO\ed reproducibility o( the 

of the 

Three samples were nm al each set conditions, cysts and 
debris in each fraction were hand for weig;hing and 
;l\era~!e weights then the results for a giyc'n set of 
conditions. 
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2.---Schematk wiring for the separator. 
Figure S.-Enrichment parameter variation with 

of each fraction al constant plate gap (12 cm) and 
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Results 

EP 

EP 	was selected In this manner 
and overall yield. Tbe 
collected about the center of the 

purity was ohtained near the !l. 

\Vhen fJ and a had simi lar E P va lues. the /1 ue resulted 
from a greater proportion of material at low whereas the 
- a value resulted from a low proportion 

purity. '\Then FP values were 
and yield were relatively high resnlting' 
of pure cysts. For example at 2:) RH, a 
from 9-1H KV, the best franion, II. contained 
the cysts and I of the debris from a 
26% debris. Cysts in an electrostatic field 
preferentially toward the neg'alive plate. 

The electric field . plates was 
essentially a function of between 
plates (d), i. e., 

v 

when d "vas small with respect to the dimensions of the 
The EP curves in 4 show that was proportional 
to electric field intensity at where .the d 
assumption was valid. At effects 
could no longer he pro-

to 
\' 

t han those shown for each 

transfer caused the 
rendered the biodata 

unreliable. 

In 	 for an 
removal of the more 

pure fTaction. that was 
essentiallv when of the 
cysts were more difficult to 
separate the from the more concentrated debris. 
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4.-Enxichment parameter variatioll with gap 
(45(~o RH) for the 

enrichment parameter of suC{:essive II fractions 
the combined and fractions from the 
final 

Moisture, tnm 
tributions because of 

FAACT leNRHATlV£ HUMIDITY 

6.-Enrichment parameter variation with potential 
and humidity al constant plate gap (12 em). 

7.-ElIl'ichment variatioll of separator fractions with 
different treatment of lots from a common source. 
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through the 
of the same order observed in 

could be ae h ievecl a t a 

enrichment was in the drier 

The effect 11 pon cyst 
sell/tions 01 iOllic substances 

with 
Fi)!;Ufe 7. Dilute fICl 

the normal 

surface active 
drift, i.e., the 

In view of 
feed slot it 
would 

Ammonium chloride 
but less 

have IlO effect. ,\rquad, a 
(() reverse the normal 

to the 
cathode 
plate. 

grounded 
the slot 

the 

supply, Fif;ure 
im pure cyst ma (eria I did not 

Direct of all four fractions 
was more 

improve the separation, 

showed that a negatively 

as is also shown ' an alternate :J\. 


It is of interest were collected on 
f;reased pa per ahout of the 
were al igned their major axis parallel with the 
field of feed slot grounding polarity. 
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S.-Relative weight distribution in fractionation 01 gelatin and 
egg with and grounded feed slots_ 
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If two purified were treated in the same manner the 
distrihmions were altogether different. Celatin 

toward the cathode the 

toward 
slot bUI tml'ard the anode 

feed slot. 

Discussion 

The orientation of the \\ith the major axis parallel to 

the electric field indicated that there was indlH:ed axial 
tioll of the much as would OCClll' with any eiipsoidal 
Presumably polarization was superimposed upon 
charge of each . The cyst reaction Ivas not 

Gelatin and ovalbumin with similar 
differed in their reactio!ls with the electrostatic 

separator llsed for cysts. The on the ovalbumin particle 
was determined ty of the grounded feed 
slot where the was olll y 
modified by the )1. [I would dillicult 

the sllccessful electrostatic separation of 
nematodes. The outcome "'ould need to be 

in view of the electrostatic response or 
purifiecl and the elfects of mineral and surface acti\(' 
solutions on Hdf'ro(ir'm .Ic!uu·htii The mechanism of 
aration is uncertain; further investip:ation is es~ential lor a hetter 
ullderstand of the 
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